Cross-Cultural Ministries Minor (18 credits)
[CHRM 220] Introduction to Christian Mission (3)
[CHRM 320] Biblical Theology of Mission (3)
[CHRM 352] Topics in Cross-Cultural Ministries (3)

*Three credits from the following:*
[RELI 228] Judaism (3)
[RELI 229] Islam (3)
[RELI 333] Religions of India (3)
[RELI 334] Religions of China and Japan (3)

*Three credits from the following:*
[RELI 321] Christianity in Latin America (3)
[RELI 329] Christianity in Africa (3)
[RELI 332] Christianity in Asia (3)
[SOAN 212] Cultural Anthropology (3)

Requirements for students who declare the minor in 2017-18.